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745W.OO/1 l-lil.ii- Telegram

The Ambassador in the United Kingdom (Gifford) to the
Department of State l

SECRET LONDON, November 19,1952—6 p. m.
2861. Fol is abbreviated text statement on Sudan (Embtel 2798

Nov 15) which Stevenson has now been instructed discuss with
Naguib, probably tomorrow:

Begin Text.
HMG and Egypt Govt firmly believe in right of Sudanese to self-

determination and effective exercise thereof at proper time and
with necessary safeguards.

2. Two govts agree that in order enable Sudanese to exercise self-
determination in free and neutral atmosphere, transitional period
proved in full self-govt for Sudanese shall begin forthwith.

3. Two govts further agree this transitional period shall be con-
sidered as period of preparation for effective termination dual ad-
ministration and that during transitional period sovereignty of
Sudan shall be kept in reserve for Sudanese until self-determina-
tion achieved. ~ ,

4. Further agreed between two govts that in order give effect
soon as possible to principle enunciated above, a mixed comm shall
be appointed forthwith in connection with elections to be held in
Sudan in accordance self-govt statute which will shortly be promul-
gated. Function this comm will be to observe and supervise prep-
arations for and conduct of free and impartial elections. Comm
shall consist three Sudanese appointed by Governor General, one
Egypt, one Brit, one Amer and one Indian or Pakistani, nominated
by respective govts, and Indian or Pakistani member shall be chair-
man.

5. Two govts also agree establish advisory comm of five members
to advise Gov-Gen hi exercise certain his powers under new inter-
im constitution. Members commission shall be two Sudanese, one
Egyptian, one British and one Indian or Pakistani. Egyptian and
British Goverments.now urgently colSsidering how this comm shld
be constituted, its functions and its terms of ref.

6. Two govts agree preparations for elections in Sudan shall go
forward notwithstanding these discussions and that newly elected
Sudan Parliament shall be consulted re functions of advisory
comm. ,

End Text.

1 Repeated to Cairo as telegram 154, to Khartoum as telegram 5, and unnumbered
to Paris for Reinhardt and to Rome for Unger. . _ . . - . . • . - . , . ; . . - ; ;,j .<.•.•«••..,-.•.


